Use caution and skate in control. Respect other skaters. The rink’s skate guards cannot guarantee your
safety and will not protect you from injury. It is part of your responsibility to avoid other skaters and
hazards. Failure to use good judgment, skate responsibly, or follow the Public Skating Rules will result in
the loss of skating privileges.
All customers/participants who enter the ice surface and participate must pay a fee. This includes private
lessons (both hockey and Skating). Proof of purchase may either be a KCIC wristband or receipt.
Payment must be made BEFORE each session has started.
PUBLIC SESSION RULES
1. All skaters must have proof of admission.
2. Skaters may not enter the ice until the Zamboni doors are closed. Skaters must leave the ice
promptly at the end of a session before resurfacing begins.
3. Tag and other games are prohibited.
4. Roughness, excessive speeding or weaving through skaters is prohibited.
5. Skating in a manner that endangers or interferes with other skaters’ safety or pleasure is strictly
forbidden. (No back spirals or camel spins)
6. Patrons must not sit on, lean over, or leave articles on the dasher boards.
7. All exits are to be kept clear at all times
8. No one is permitted on the ice without skates
9. Hockey sticks and pucks are not allowed during public skate.
10. Throwing snowballs or any object is prohibited.
11. Jumps and spins will be confined to center ice (between red dots and blue lines). Jumps and spins
higher that Freestyle 4 (no axels, lutzs or double jumps) are not permitted on public sessions as
determined by KCIC management.
12. Figure skating harness usage during public session is prohibited
13. No program music can be played on overhead system during public sessions
14. No more than two skaters may join hands while skating. Chain skating is not permitted.
15. KCIC is NOT responsible for lost or stolen personal belongings.
16. Profanity and foul language are NOT permitted.
17. Food, gum, drinks and tobacco are prohibited on the ice.
18. Do not leave objects on the boards
19. The rink reserves the right to remove anyone from the premises.

